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Deficit: Why Should I Care?Apress, 2011

	At the turn of this century, the American national debt stood at just under $6 trillion and the deficit at a "mere" $86 billion. Today, the national debt has topped $14 trillion, and the yearly deficit for 2011 is projected at a whopping $1.4 trillion.


	According to the U.S. Treasury Department's Annual...
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Pediatric Trauma: Pathophysiology, Diagnosis, and TreatmentCRC Press, 2005

	The definitive text on the state-of-the-art in pediatric trauma care, this reference offers detailed descriptions of procedures in system design, pediatric resuscitation, supportive care, diagnostic imaging, pain management, and transfusion therapy by experts with hands-on experience in the field. Providing evidence-based recommendations, as...
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Computer and Information Sciences: Proceedings of the 25th International Symposium on Computer and Information SciencesSpringer, 2010

	Computer and Information Sciences is a unique and comprehensive review of advanced technology and research in the field of Information Technology. It provides an up to date snapshot of research in Europe and the Far East (Hong Kong, Japan and China) in the most active areas of information technology, including Computer Vision, Data...
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The Real MCTS SQL Server 2008 Exam 70-432 Prep Kit: Database Implementation and MaintenanceSyngress Publishing, 2009
SQL Server 2008 is the latest update to Microsoft's flagship database management system. This is the largest update since SQL Server 2005. SQL Server 2008 is a much more significant update than SQL Server 2005, because it brings increased ability to deliver data across more platforms, and thus many different types of devices. New functionality also...
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Black & Decker The Complete Guide to Wiring, 5th Edition: Current with 2011-2013 Electrical CodesCreative Publishing, 2011

	The world of wiring tends to move in cycles, so to speak. The basic science that causes your blender to whir

	when you plug the cord into a wall outlet doesn’t change, but the ways we harness and manage electrical

	power are constantly improving—always with an eye toward safety. The Complete Guide to Wiring changes, too....
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Coding Games in Scratch: A Step-by-Step Visual Guide to Building Your Own Computer GamesDK Children, 2015

	Written for children ages 8–12 with little to no coding experience, this straightforward visual guide uses fun graphics and easy-to-follow instructions to show young learners how to build their own computer projects using Scratch, a popular free programming language.


	With Coding Games in Scratch, kids can build single...
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Handbook of Couples TherapyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
The essential guide to successful couples therapy at every stage of the lifecycle
A variety of therapeutic interventions can help couples develop the tools for a successful relationship. Yet many practitioners begin seeing couples without extensive training in couples work. To fill this gap in their therapeutic repertoires, noted couples...
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The Flash MX ProjectNew Riders Publishing, 2002
Learn Macromedia Flash MX from the absolute beginning through The Flash MX Project. This book begins with web project  management concerns and challenges as well as Web design considerations and  concepts, and then quickly progresses through beginning and intermediate Flash  MX skills. The...
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Masters of the Mind: Exploring the Story of Mental Illness from Ancient Times to the New MillenniumJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	The mind is unique in its interest to people from all walks of life. This interest is not new; throughout written history people have observed, described, and pondered strange behaviors and thoughts within themselves and their neighbors. The questions that people have posed about these experiences seem so simple and basic. Why do we seek to...
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Non-Equilibrium Dynamics of Semiconductors and NanostructuresCRC Press, 2005
This book consists of recent new developments in the field of ultrafast dynamics in semiconductors and nanostructures. It consists of eight chapters. Chapter 1 reviews spin dynamics in a high-mobility, two-dimensional electron gas. Chapter 2 deals with generation, propagation, and nonlinear properties of high-amplitude, ultrashort strain solitons...
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Neuropsychological Assessment and Intervention for Childhood and Adolescent DisordersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	A compelling and compassionate case study approach to a broad range of neuropsychological disorders


	Neuropsychological Assessment and Intervention for Childhood and Adolescent Disorders focuses on the neuropsychological assessment and evidence-based practices available for assessing and treating children living with...
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Project managementAcademica, 2009


	Project management is a rapidly growing focus discipline

	within most businesses and organizations, binding the opti-

	mal way of operating and managing projects is a continuous

	challenge. It might involve fine-tuning work methods, clarifying

	roles and simplifying project reporting, or visualizing progress

	through the...
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